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Connectivity Design Engineer 

 

ASX Position Description  

ASX “All Roles Flexible” 
ASX offers mutually beneficial flexible working arrangements.  

We recognise that employees need to balance work and personal lives. 

ASX Opportunity Snapshot What’s On Offer 

This role is an exciting opportunity to work within a small 
but dynamic team that are responsible for the running, 
building and implementing of the Core Network for the 
ASX.   You will take responsibility for specific elements of 
the network design working with the network architect to 
ensure that deployments and high/low level design are 
delivered as agreed into the operational team. Part of this 
role is gathering business requirements and translating 
them into delivered and supportable products.   

Role: Connectivity Design Engineer 

Reports to: 
Senior Manager, Connectivity 
Team  

People 
Management: 

n/a 

Budget: n/a 

Team: Connectivity Core Team  

Date: May 2018 

Location: Sydney, NSW 

Flexible Role: Yes 

 

What you’ll do: 

 Identify requirements, design document and technical solutions for a scalable and resilient network 

architecture.  

 Identify potential network risks and issues, provide effective technical solutions to mitigate these risks.  

 Work closely with the network architect to ensure low level designs meet the architecture framework and 

adhere to the design foundations set out by the architect.  

 Be a SME on the transition of new designs into production for support by the Core network team.  

 Assisting and supporting business initiatives in an agile manner.  

 .  

 Assist ASX to increase predictive monitoring.   

 Review processes and improve efficiencies and automate if it makes sense to do so.  

 Drive change with innovate technology solutions.  
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What you’ve done: 

 Full comprehension  of TCP/IP network stack 

 Data Centre Core Network design  

 Customer Solutions  

 Full understanding of routing protocols such as BGP, OSFP 

 Understanding of hardware and software performance and scaling limitations 

 Excellent communication skills, able to adjust discussion to audience.  

 Service orientated background.  

 Ability to translate business requirements into technical solutions.  

 
And if you’ve got some of this, even better: 

 CCNA/CCNP/CCIE or equivalent experience.  

 Knowledge of Gartner top quadrant networking technologies 

 Strong knowledge of technical design of Data centre networks.  SD WAN services, Underlay and Overlay 

networking.  

 Knowledge and support of operating systems  

 Experience in REST API development and consumption  

 A strong passion for Automation and repeatable processes.  

 
What you need to enjoy and be good at for this role: 

 Team player but able to operate holistically  

 Work with cross functional teams to ensure positive customer outcomes  

 Manage all stakeholders in and outside of the ASX  

 Take ownership over issues that you are involved in.  

 Acceptance of implementing change to support growth and development.  

 Proactively seek to educate and develop others.  

 Excellent written and oral collaboration skills.  

 Confront problems, suggests solutions and drive accountability and delivery through to conclusion. 

 A can do attitude towards work.  

 


